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SOLAR SPECIES
INdIAN COUSINE'S
Traditional Cooking Utensils

- Using a copper cup is very healthy. It purifies blood. It removes toxins from the body. It is good for skin and heart. It reduces Kapha.
- It is believed that to prevent asthma, one should drink water which has been kept overnight in a copper vessel. This water, with traces of copper in it, is believed to change one’s constitutional tendency to get respiratory problems.
MORE THAN 50% INDIANS COOK ON OPEN FIRE
INSIDE INDAIN RURAL HOUSE-HOLDS
BOX COOKER- PROMOTED IN INDIA SINCE 50+ YEARS
OUR INTRODUCTION TO SOLAR THROUGH SK-14 PARBOLIC SOLAR COOKER
PARABOLICS NOW BECOMING POPULAR BUT STILL EXPENSIVE SO LIMITED SPREAD
TRAINING IN INCOME-GENERATION/ LIVELIHOOD AT HAND OF JANAK JIMMY MCGILLIGAN
GOT DRAWN AND TRAINED BY CELESTINO IN FUNNEL COOKER AT MSA SCHOOL
SOLAR COOKING WITH SMALL SCHEFFLER
COOKING IN COMFORT OF KITCHEN
INDIAN DEVELOPMENTS- PRINCE AND ENERSUN CONCENTRATOR – MAKE-IN-INDIA
Solar cookers save not just money and environment and health but have also many other uses and is fun and are also educational kits.
TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG
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